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Wednesday
April 28th - 6:30

Sapperton
Pensioners' Hall

318 Keary St.,
New Westminster

NEXT
MEETING

Main Event:-
Martin Meerman will demonstrate Micro 
Turning.

Critique Table:-
Kerry & Larry will moderate a critique of 
your pieces

Focus on Fundamentals:-
Ed Pretty demonstrates Coves and Beads.

Tech Talk Table:-
Bruce Campbell will host a forum for your 
technical questions.

AV Training Session:- Kees Hof will 
conduct training for use of Audio Visual 
gear for those planning to volunteer for 
the symposium.

April Food Suppliers:-
John Weir, Alison Weir, Barry Wilkinson, 
Des Wilson, Lloyd Zimmerman, Rick 
Anderson

May Food Suppliers:-
Jared Altman, Fred Baldwin, John Bell, 
Scott Belway, Marco Berera

April's President's challenge is 'Something For Your Sweetie'

Where Do Ideas Come From?
President's Column - Kerry Deane-Cloutier

SYMPOSIUM
DEMONSTRATOR

Why do some people seem to come up 
with original, fresh work? I write 

this after a weekend of spending time with 
Malcolm Zander, watching the demo, hav-
ing lunch, taking the class. One of the 
interesting things he spoke about was 
design, and in particular, sources of inspi-
ration. Some of the most interesting slides 
were those that showed different artists, in 
different media, in different parts of the 
world, independently coming up with 
remarkably similar ideas. It just goes to 
show, there is nothing new in the world – 
but there are still interesting, fresh ways to 
present your work. 
Remember though – garbage in, garbage 
out. Those reruns of Sex and the City are 
not going to make you a better 
woodturner. I recently went to Seattle for a 
weekend, and did my best to stretch my 
mind. Along with some fine food, drink 
and shopping, I also took in the Bellevue 
Art Museum and the Seattle Art Museum. 
While neither provided me with the “ah 
ha!” moment, Dennis did have such a 
moment – and hopefully what I saw will 
bear fruit in due course as well. The more 
things you look at, the bigger your mem-
ory bank becomes, and the more likely it is 

that you will be able to make that large 
withdrawal – to the body of work that 
makes people say “how did he/she come 
up with that idea?”
Malcolm will provide us with his list of 
potential sources for ideas, and hopefully it 
is in this newsletter or the next. I also note 
that Detroit Public TV now has The 

Alain
Mailland

continued on page 2
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GREATER VANCOUVER WOODTURNER’S GUILD
Procedure adopted for approving demonstrators

Woodturning Workshop on again, with more 
advanced projects. The episode I recently saw 
included an interview with Bill Luce, and sand blast-
ing. I have been inspired by, and experimented with, 
sandblasting in the past, and this rekindled my inter-
est. Check your local listings, as they say.
Finally, I wanted to point out that the AAW has 
recently become an even better resource than it has 
been in the past. You can now become an electronic 
member for $38 USD, and receive the on-line version 
of the magazine Peter McLaren spoke about during 
his recent demo. In fact, the entire archive of 
American Woodturner is now on their website. Even 
if you are not a member, at this time you can tem-
porarily access it at http://www.woodturner.org/prod-
ucts/aw/WholeIssues/index.htm 
Check it out, and be inspired.
The President’s Challenge for April is “Something for 
Your Sweetie”. There may be prizes for the most 
original entry.

continued from page 1

President's Column -
Kerry Deane-Cloutier

The guild board of directors has adopted a 
procedure for approving demonstrators before they 
are allowed to demonstrate at guild functions. 
Essentially, before you’re allowed to demonstrate 
you have to show that you follow the basic safety 
rules and don’t chuck any workpieces at 
bystanders. I’ve been examined (inspected, and 
selected) and it is fairly painless. The text of the 
policy follows.

- Dennis 

Members of the GVWG who demonstrate at Guild 
sponsored events need to be approved. The 
following is the process and criteria for a member to 
become approved. The need for assessment is 
strictly one of safety, and the need to operate a 

lathe in such a manner as to not endanger any 
spectators.

Approval Assessors
A group of approved assessors under the 
supervision of the Executive is available to assess 
the demonstrator’s ability to select and complete a 
project that is safe for public viewing. The 
demonstrators will show they are competent in the 
safe operation of the lathe and the use of the tools.

Approval Process
A member wishing to qualify as a demonstrator 
should contact an assessor and arrange for a 

Eye protection (face shield or safety glasses) must 
be worn at all times when demonstrating.
Wear appropriate clothing (a turning smock, T-

Safety Standards For Demonstrating In Public
shirt, or something that has long sleeves but tight 
cuffs). No loose, baggy sleeves or clothes that 
have loose dangling cords or strings. Long hair 
must be restrained. Dangling jewelry and rings 
must be removed. 
NEVER adjust the tool rest while the lathe is 
running during a public demonstration. Practice 
this at home so it becomes second nature.
Turn at a slower speed than you would at home.
Rotate the work piece by hand before turning on 
the lathe.
Do not try something new that you have not done 
before or that you have not practiced. Stick to 
what your accomplishment level is and what you 
are comfortable doing. If you find something easy 
to do, only then can you impress the audience.
Limit sanding or excessive burning which create 
offensive dust and odor for the spectators. 
NEVER demonstrate on a piece of wood that is 
compromised i.e. has bark inclusions, is cracked 
or generally unsafe. Don’t use woods with 
dangerous dust or offensive odors. 
Have someone check your setup. It doesn’t matter 
whether you’ve been turning 1 year or 20 years. 
Don’t take it personally – it is the image that we 
are portraying to the public.
Look professional. This is the image we are trying 
to portray – safe and professional. Remember – 
you are representing the Guild when 
demonstrating in public – everything you do 
reflects on the Guild and its membership. 

continued on page 3
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convenient time and place for the assessment. The 
member should discuss the project with the 
assessor. It should be one that is easily done in a 
short period of time and of a nature that is 
appropriate for demonstrating in public. During the 
assessment the assessor may or may not engage 
the member and may or may not give advice. After 
the assessment the assessor will go over their 
findings, discussing the highlights and any short 
falls.
Assessment Criteria
Things that need to be considered are obvious and 
part of any instruction on lathe practices and are 
mentioned in many publications, however, they 
need to be included here for the benefit of the 
assessor and the member so that both are on the 
same footing.
Setup
• The blank is correctly and securely mounted in 

the lathe.
• Proper speed has been selected.
• Tool rest set properly and clear of the blank
• Spectator control is in place such as distance 

from the operation or appropriate screening.
Personal Attire
• Appropriate clothing is worn with no pieces able 

to interfere with the lathe.
• Appropriate face and eye protection is worn
• No dangling items are worn such as jewelery, 

name tags, watches, etc
Choice of material and project
• The project should be of an appropriate size for 

the limited time available.
• The project should be simple enough to complete 

in a limited amount of time
• The project should not be offensive to the 

audience:
• Limited sanding
• Material does not have an offensive or dangerous 

odor
• Processes do not produce excessive smoke

• Material that is free of defects which might cause 
catastrophic failure.

Tools and techniques - 
• Basic techniques that should be observed.
• The appropriate use of the bevel when turning.
• Placement of the tool rest for height and distance 

from the project to insure proper tool contact. 
The correct tool rest height for scrapers, whether 
you are flat scraping or shear scraping, in relation 
to the type of cut, interior or exterior in face plate 
turning selection of the appropriate tool to 
accomplish the task which the demonstrator is 
comfortable and confident using.

The Report
After discussing the report with the member the 
report should be initialed by both parties and 
forwarded to the Secretary of the guild for filing and 
entering the successful candidates name to the list 
of qualified demonstrators. The report should be 
made in such a manner as to be as positive in 
nature as possible. A copy of the report must also 
be given to the member. Unsuccessful members 
should be encouraged to overcome any weakness 
and to apply for reassessment 
As the assessment process is for the purpose of 
qualifying members, it is not the responsibility of 
the assessor to provide instruction or mentoring to 
the member, but if the assessor chooses to do so 
that is their prerogative.
Appeal Process
There will be those who feel they have not been 
correctly or fairly assessed. Those people can 
contact the secretary and request a reassessment. 
A reassessment will be done by a different assessor. 
The second assessor must not make contact with 
the first assessor to in any way discuss the original 
assessment or the member; or view the original 
report.
Confidentiality
All evaluations they are to be private and 
confidential between the assessor and the member. 
The only other viewing will be by the secretary for 
clerical reasons or the executive for assessment for 
appeal.

GREATER VANCOUVER WOODTURNER’S GUILD

Need To Operate A Lathe In Such A Manner 
As To Not Endanger Any Spectators

continued from page 2
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Turning Rings Around The Competition
MARCH MAIN EVENT: MARCO BERERA

continued on page 5

By Ed Pretty
Last meeting’s main demonstrator was Marco 
Berera. It’s always a treat having Marco demonstrate 
for a couple of reasons. His delivery is always a non-
stop mix of quips and witticisms which keeps the 
audience on its toes, so at the very least we are 
usually well entertained. More importantly, Marco 
tends to be attracted to very unique and challenging 
methods of turning, so his demonstrations are an 
opportunity to pick up a technique that usually 
cannot easily be learned any other way.
Marco is well traveled and being an enthusiastic 
turner and learner, he took the opportunity during a 
trip to Europe to research a very old method of 
producing multiple items from one turning. Simply 
put, a ring is turned whose cross section is the profile 
of the desired object. The ring is then sliced along its 
radius – like slicing a pie – producing the items. An 
example that is often used is children’s toy animals. 
Most often the ring is turned concentric to the growth 
rings so that the individual pieces can be split off 
with the grain rather than being sawn apart. Because 
this orientation requires end-grain turning, the tools 
were designed specifically for that type of turning; 
some very thin but all very sharp. Examples of some 
work that I have seen also indicate that at times a 
small amount of carving is done to further increase 
the detail.
At first glance it would seem that the turner would 
have simply turned a shape by eye, indicating that 
years of practice would be required to yield 
satisfactory results in production (not that years of 
practice isn’t required to produce fine work). Using 
Marco’s method, however, allows the careful turner 

to produce a ring to his or her specifications right out 
of the gate. I say again, if you’re careful. The 
example that Marco chose was a maple leaf shape 
that could be used, for example, as a paper weight. 
Rather than turning a random shape (Marco – turn a 
random shape????) Marco used the maple leaf 
shape to demonstrate how he quantified all the main 
features of the piece making it possible to replicate 
the drawing of the profile to the work piece on the 
lathe. Each point of the leaf was related to its 
distance from the center axis and the center of the 
circumference. His starting point was a blank 
mounted in a chuck that was turned to the width of 
the widest points of the leaf and the radius being the 
height of the leaf plus enough waste in the middle 
(included in the drawing) to prevent the stem of the 
leaf from being a thin edge (like taking the point off 
of a piece of pie). He used a set of dividers to 
transfer all these x – y measurements to the blank 
creating a series of concentric rings on the face 
marked off from the center and a series of rings on 
the circumference marked off both ways from that 
center. 
Job next was to basically “connect the dots”. By 
carefully selecting two rings in sequence he turned 
the coves between the two; depending where the 
cove was on the profile, that may be two rings on the 

Marco with finished Maple Leaf

Drawing with measurements for Maple Leaf Shape
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circumference (i.e. the first sweeps of the leaf on the 
top). As the shape progresses from top to side, the 
coves will eventually connect a ring on the 
circumference and one on the face. Progressing 
along the profile, all rings (each representing a high 
point) are connected with coves in between. Clearly, 
in other projects, the rings may indicate a low and 
high point resulting in a bead shape.
Once the basic cove was achieved the concave 
shape could be further refined using a scraper. By 
placing a piece of paper on the drawing and laying 
the tool on the paper, a line can be drawn so that the 
angle of the tool to the work can be transferred to the 
tool rest and the depth of the cut measured from the 
drawing. Yet another way, which seemed simpler to 
me, was to lay the tool on the drawing and with tape 
and pen, mark the high points of the concave on the 
sides of the tool. The tool can then be used both as a 
cutting tool and measuring device, indicating the 
depth and shape of the cut is complete when the 
marks meet the points (rings) on the work.
Some of the points on the face of the work could be 
determined by running Forstner bits of the correct 
diameter to a predetermined depth. Again the 
shapes in between were refined once the high points 
were established. A cut with a bit taking out the 
waste in the middle (the first bite of pie) was the last 
step on the first mounting of the workpiece.
Having completed these steps, the outer 
circumference and one face of the piece 
were complete. The next step required 
making a jam chuck that held the workpiece 
for access to the final face. The use of a jam 
chuck is critical in maintaining the 
concentricity of the work. Again transferring 
the coordinates from the drawing to the face 
of the remounted work, Marco was able to 
replicate the shapes required. In this case, 
the shape was a mirror image of the first 
face, however he may have just as easily 
chosen a design that was asymmetric. 
Once the final profile was complete, the 
workpiece could be cut into pie shapes 
making various numbers of pieces. 
Obviously the number of pieces can vary 
depending on how many divisions are made 
to the circle. In the case of this project, 
Marco chose to cut fewer, thicker pieces 
yielding his paper weights. It is possible to 
use the same design but cut thinner, more 
leaf-like pieces creating yet another type of 

decoration, indicating the variety of ways in which 
this technique can be used.
Marco’s background as a patternmaker provided the 
perfect skill set to produce this kind of work. In that 
trade, precise measurement is required so that 
patterns are produced following engineered drawings 
that, more often than not in castings, incorporate 
complex curved shapes. He related the process of 
linking key points on a piece and the shape in 
between in a progressive manner that was easy to 
follow. Personally I found this demonstration quite 
timely. I have a project in mind using this technique 
and would have taken the random approach – which 
may have produced the desired results – but more 
than likely would have been a trial-and-error 
(emphasis on the “error”) process. Using his method 
of transferring key points of the piece to the 
workpiece I am confident (well, more confident) that 
I will be successful.
After completing his demonstration, Marco showed 
us pieces he had used that incorporated the same 
measurement transfer technique to a center-turned 
project. In this case he turned a profile that made use 
of both positive and negative space. The positive 
image was a butterfly with wings spread open and 
the negative image was two faces looking inward 
toward themselves. It is clear that careful use of tools 
and precise measurement help in producing a 
satisfactory result. It is also clear that having a rather 
abstract mind and/or the ability to see the intangible 
helps in using this technique to its full potential.

continued from page 4

Ability To See Intangible Helps This Technique 
MARCH MAIN EVENT: MARCO BERERA

Other Turnings using the same technique
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DEMO & CLASS
Mark Sfirri In Vancouver May 29 & 30

by Steve Hansen
I am delighted to announce that Mark Sfirri will be 
visiting us on May 29/30 for a demo and class. Mark 
is a key player in the development of both 
contemporary woodturning and studio furniture and 
we are fortunate that he will make Vancouver a port 
of call. You might recognize some of his work in the 
accompanying photos, notably his “Rejects from the 
Bat Factory” (1994). Prior to turning, Mark pursued 
architecture but moved away from it because it 
lacked a hands on approach to the material. Mark 
needed to be the maker, not just the designer. Soon 
he found himself studying and making furniture. It 
was on a suggestion form his mentor and teacher, 
the great Tage Frid, that he started using turning as 
an integral component in his furniture. Mark soon 
began his now famous and pioneering explorations 
into multi-axis turning and incorporating multiple 
axis into pieces like the "Spider Table". Along with 
his furniture, he has created many memorable series 
of woodturning works, usually employing multiple 
axis and often resulting in humorous and provocative 
works.
Mark is originally from upstate N.Y. and has lived in 
Pennsylvania since 1981. He has travelled 
extensively as a demonstrator for the AAW, schools 
and art institutes. Mark is recognized as a first rate 
educator and has recently received a “Distinguished 
Educator Award” from the Renwick Alliance. He is 
only the second to receive this distinction in the 
medium of wood. Mark holds a Masters Degree in 
fine arts and has extensive teaching experience at 
many first rate craft schools in addition to countless 
honors and awards. He is a published author, a 
curator and a leader.
Mark is credited with establishing collaboration as an 
important creative engine and he has worked with 

the likes of Mike Hosaluk, Del Stubbs and many 
more. As Mark states: “. . . collaboration is a great 
form of education for artists.” His work is found in 
many important galleries and collections. His many 
memorable and humorous series of bats, jars, 
candles, and furniture have earned him respect and 
admiration as an innovator. For many years his work 
was almost exclusively painted, often incorporating 
narrative, humor and provocation into his pieces.
Mark will present a full day demonstration on May 29 
at the Sapperton Pensioners Hall, followed by a full 
day class on the 30 at Island Woodcraft. There is 
room for 6 students. Please contact Steve Hansen to 
register.
Don’t forget to check out the poster board at the 
regular meetings to learn more about our speakers. 
On the GVWG website you will find additional 
information and pictures to whet your appetite.
Mark is a really likable and joyful person and his 
enthusiasm for creativity and life is contagious.

This is a must see demonstration

Page 6

Little People Big Group Rejects From The Bat Factory
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TECH TALK TABLE

Chucks And Loose Screws
by Bruce Campbell
At Tech Talk this month we started by talking about 
chucks. About a year ago I noticed some vibration 
when using one of my chucks. After some searching I 
noticed the screws in the jaws were a little loose. After 
tightening them I checked the screws on the insert as 
well – they were also loose. Once everything was tight-
ened the vibration problem went away. Taking that as a 
hint I checked all my chucks – they all have one or 
more loose screws. I started checking every chuck I 
touched and most of them had some loose screws. So 
check your chucks regularly – be sure all the screws 
and the thread adaptor are properly tightened.
The next discussion was how to put jaws on to a chuck. 
This depends on the manufacturer. All makers number 
the jaw guides from 1 to 4. Some also number the jaws 
in the same way. When putting jaws onto these guides 
you should match the numbers 1-1, 2-2. etc. Other 
manufacturers, notably Oneway, do not number the 
jaws – just the guides. For these chucks the jaws can 
go anywhere with the exception of the jaw with the lim-
iting pin (more on that in a minute). One member did 
point out that if you want high repeatability that you 
should take the time to find the best fit of the jaws and 
then number them so you can always put the same jaw 
in the same guide. This extra step will ensure that least 
amount of run out when remounting a piece after 
changing jaws.
Personally, I dislike changing jaws so much that I buy a 
whole chuck when buying new jaws. It may seem like a 
lot of money but the increase in ease-of-use and the 
decrease in hassle makes it well worth it for me.
We then talked about cleaning a four-jaw scroll chuck. 
Over time dust, finish, glue, sap, and water can get into 
your chuck and gum up the works. The simplest clean-
ing method is to soak the whole chuck in your favorite 
solvent. Be sure to rinse and dry it well afterwards. I 
also spray the jaw guides with silicon lubricant and let 
that dry before using. I dislike using oils as they can get 
on the project at really awkward times.
However, sometimes a chuck is so clogged up that it 
needs to be disassembled before cleaning. I strongly 
recommend consulting the users manual before doing 
this as every manufacturer has little details specific to 
them. However, the general steps are:
Remove the jaws
Remove the jaw limiter – in some systems the limiter is 
under one jaw so that is already done but in others 
there is a screw or a pin in one of the guide channels 
that must be removed
Open the chuck until the jaw guides fall out
Remove the back cover (where present)
Remove the retaining ring  
Remove the scroll ring
Clean
Reassemble in reverse order

One of our members is a retired draftsman from the 
pen and ink days. He recommends using the ultrasonic 
cleaners used to clean pens. Larger ones – big enough 
to take a whole chuck - are available from art supply 
companies and do a really good job.
Tech Talk happens each month before the regular Guild 
meeting. If you have questions, technical challenges, or 
if you have come up with a clever solution to a turning 
problem, bring them to the next Tech Talk. When we 
share, we learn, and then we all get better.

TURNING 101

Platters & Dibblers
by Claudia Hayward
On March 7, seven keen turners met to have some fun 
on the lathe – and learn something as well. Two 
projects were to be undertaken – a small platter with a 
slightly undercut lip and a plant dibbler a la Nick Cook. 
The platter required use of a bowl gouge to shape the 
piece. The underside was shaped, emphasizing the fair 
curve and shaping the foot so that it gave the piece 
some “lift” off the table. This was also a great 
opportunity to practice shear scraping. The piece was 
then turned around and using the jaws in expansion 
mode, work began on the face of the platter. Once 
again the principle of the fair curve came into play 
while shaping the inside so that it followed the shape of 
the outside. This was a perfect piece to practice both 
tool work and design. After the platters were finished 
the dreaded skew made its appearance and everyone 
had a chance to do some spindle work on a plant 
dibbler. And once we were finished everyone had the 
opportunity to practice cleanup!
It was a fun day and everyone learned something to 
further their skills. Thanks to Gerry for his well 
organized setup and to Lorne for his guiding hand.

Page 7

Platter Turners From March Turning 101
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4 DAYS OF HANDS ON WORKSHOPS

West Coast Round-up Symposium
Sept. 10th - 12th, 2010
We are very pleased to announce that we have arranged 
Hands-on Workshops with four of the presenters at West Coast 

Round-up 2010. There will be seven opportunities, three just before the Symposium 
(Sept. 8th & 9th) and four right after (Sept. 13th & 14th). 
Class size will be limited to six (6) students each and you must be registered at the 
2010 West Coast Round-Up before you can register for these classes. Classes are 
expected to fill up quickly so don’t delay – sign up for the Symposium and then 
register for one or more of these excellent learning opportunities.

To Register for the workshops, email: workshops@gvwg.ca

Page 8

A look at what else 
a turned box can be. 
Basic box making 
techniques with a 
closer look at design 
of boxes, alter-
native, turning wet 
wood, sanding wet 

and manipulating form. Turning wet wood very 
thin-1/16 to 1/32 preferably arbutus. Cost $175.

This two-day class will 
cover three complete 
projects; a split vessel 
form, an easy inlayed 
piece, and a bandsaw 
inlayed pieces. Marilyn is a 
popular and talented 
teacher and this class will 
fill up quickly.
Cost $350.

This workshop will intro-
duce students to a unique 
approach to multi-center 
bowl and hollow turning. 
The result will be a sculp-
tural object. Afterward 
students may explore a 
multitude of colouring 
anddecorating ideas.
Cost $175

This will be an in-
depth class in turning 
“organic” shapes. 
Students will turn an 
arrangement of “flow-
ers” and some may 
want to try carving a 
tree form or doing 
some off-center turn-
ing. Cost $175.

Michael Hosaluk – Sept. 8th & 9th
Box making with a twist

Marilyn Campbell– Sept. 8th & 9th 
Magic with Epoxy

Graeme Priddle – Sept. 13th & 14th
Multi-center Sculpting

Alain Mailland – Sept. 13th & 14th
Turning Organic Shapes
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TURNER'S
GALLERY

Peter McLaren - 3 x 2.75 in - 
Arbutus Burl - Leather 

Preservative

Michelle Gendron - Spalted Maple 
- Crystal Hut

Maarten Meerman - 
Miniature Workshop scale 1 

to 144 - Various Woods

Michelle Gendron - Eucalyptus - 
Walnut Oil

Bill Cobb - 8 x 7 in - Birch -
Tung Oil, Bees Wax

Olaf Lepper - 19 x 2 in - Maple - 
Walnut Oil.

Mike Dawson - 7 x 4 in - Spalted 
Maple - Wax

John Spitters - 10.75 x 3.75 in - 
Acacia - Wipe on Poly.

Merv Graham - 8 x 2 in Ring - 
Big Leaf Maple

Marco Berera - 9.5x10 
.25 in - Maple - Lacquer

Page 9

Peter McLaren - 3.5 x 4.5 in - 
Box Elder
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TURNER'S
GALLERY

Maarten Meerman - Miniatures - 
Birch

David Sweet - 13 x 7 in - Monkey 
Puzzle - Oil & Polyurethane.

Lance Rossington - Various 
Woods - Shellawax

Bruce Hodgson - 9 x 8 in - Cherry 
- Tung Oil

David Sweet - 5 x 3 in - Cherry - 
Oil & Polyurethane

Keith Evans - 10 x 16 in - 
West. Maple & Ebony - Lacquer

Harry Harteveld - Maple - 
Bees Wax

Bruce Hodgson - 6 x 7 in - 
Cherry - Tung Oil
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John Spitters - 3 x 5.25 in - 
Maple - Wipe on Poly

Art Liestman - 3.5 x 6 in - Maple, 
Oak, Wire - Acrylic.

Harry Harteveld - Spalted Maple - 
Bees Wax
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PRESIDENT'S CHALLENGE

Harry Harteveld - Football - 
Walnut Oil

Michelle Gendron - Madrona - 
Wipe on Poly

Maarten Meerman -
 Maple - Wipe on Poly

Bill Cobb - 5 x 3 in - Vera & Kwila 
- Tung Oil

Peter McLaren - 3.25 x 3.25 in - 
Juniper

Page 11

John Bell - 4.5 x 1 in - Black 
Walnut - Oil Varnish

Harry Harteveld - 
Walnut Oil

Neil Elmer - 
Maple - Tung Oil

Bruce Hodgson - 11 x 5.5 in - 
Black Walnut

Art Liestman - 3.5 x 6 in - 
Maple - Torch & Varnish

Colin Delory - 4.5 x 4.5 - 
Alder - Oil
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CLASSIFIEDS

Page 12

LATHE ON STAND✟  36" between centres, Swing 6 1/2" - 4 
1/2", Sears 3/4HP, 1725 RPM motor. Made at BCIT as a 
Machine Shop Project.

$100.00
Please contact BOB MACGREGOR at 604-530-5432 Langley.

WANTED TO BUY
I require a Vacuum Pump to complete the vacuum chuck 
system I am building a for my Nova DVRxp lathe. If anyone 
has, or knows a source for, a suitable unit to fill the 
requirement.
Please contact: ALLAN CUSWORTH at 604-534-6223 or 
email mailto:acusworth@telus.net

VERITAS® SCRAPER BURNISHER turns scrapers into cutting 
tools. After grinding a scraper, you just deburr the flat face and 
roll a hook onto the edge. The burnisher forms a sharp, 
continuous hook. Scrapers sharpened using the Veritas Scraper 
Burnisher are easy to control, produce a superior finish, and 
last longer between sharpenings Lee Valley Sells for 46.50 + tax

Price $30.00
If interested call BARRY WILKINSON at 604-536-6870 or
email bwilki@shaw.ca

GVWG Officers,
Appointees & Volunteers

PRESIDENT
Kerry Deane-Cloutier 604-468-0605

VICE PRESIDENT
Larry Stevenson 604-940-9760

SECRETARY
Claudia Hayward 604-462-7597

TREASURER
Fred Baldwin 604-812-4972

MEMBERS AT LARGE
Jim Johnson 604-937-3275
Peter McLaren 604-533-1939
Gregg Parsons 604-542-9066
Ed Pretty 604-888-5967
Merv Graham 604-272-3525
Steve Kent 604-937-0145

LIBRARY ACQUISITIONS ADVISOR
Don Hoskins 604-939-6808

EDUCATIONAL COORDINATORS
Marco Berera 604-274-7594
Larry Stevenson 604-940-9760

LIBRARIAN
Gerry Vickers 604-463-0760

FOOD CHIEF
Lance Rossington 604-462-9985

FOCUSONFUNDAMENTALS COORDINATOR
Dennis Cloutier 604-468-0605

FOCUSONFORMANDFINISH LEADER
Larry Stevenson 604-940-9760
Kerry Deane-Cloutier 604-468-0605

TECHTALKTABLE LEADER
Bruce Campbell 604-944-3028

TURNING 101
Gerry Vickers 604-463-0760

NEWSLETTER
Dennis Cloutier Editor 604-468-0605
 dennis@runningdogwoodworking.com
Barry Wilkinson Publisher604-536-6870

DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY
Georgette McLaren 604-533-1939
John Weir 604-524-5831

WEBMASTER
Steve Hansen 604-585-0638

Do You Want Free Wood?
GVWG maintains a Wood Call list where we can share 
information about trees that become available. This is 
an excellent way to get wood - almost always for free 
- and to share when there is too much for one person. 
We had a recent call for a large maple tree in New 
West. It was felled in November and is ready for 
pickup. If you did not get the notice then you are not 
on the 2010 list. To be added to the list contact Bruce 
at bvcampbell@telus.net or call him at 604-944-3028.
You will be notified by email when we hear of 
interesting trees coming down.

GVWG WOOD LIST


